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Abstract

Numerous graben features transect the Tempe Terra plateau in the northeastern Tharsis Rise, making it one of the most

heavily structured regions of Tharsis. The origin of the complex fault geometries, generated over three distinct stages of

tectonic activity, is still poorly understood. This work distinguishes between locally-sourced and regionally-sourced structures

within Tempe Terra, to isolate regional deformation patterns related to the general development of the Tharsis Rise from the

effects of local mechanisms. Comparison of structural observations to predicted deformation patterns from different sources of

graben formation in the Martian crust demonstrates the important role of magmatic activity at a variety of scales in driving

tectonism in Tempe Terra. Noachian (Stage 1) faulting was the result of local magmatic underplating and associated heating

and uplift, which formed part of an incipient stage of widespread Tharsis volcanism that predated development of the main

Tharsis Rise. Early Hesperian (Stage 2) faults reflect the interaction of regional stresses from growth of the Tharsis Rise with

magmatic activity highly localised along the Tharsis Montes Axial Trend – a linear volcanotectonic trendline including the

alignment of the Tharsis Montes volcanoes. Early–Late Hesperian (Stage 3) faulting resulted from a series of dyke swarms from

a Tharsis-centred plume, which propagated in a regional stress field generated by growth of the Tharsis Rise. As only Stage 2

NNE faults and Stage 3 ENE faults are linked to regional, Tharsis-related stresses, other observed Tempe Terra fault trends

can be excluded when evaluating models of Tharsis’s tectonic evolution.
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Key Points 6 

• The 3 stages of Tempe Terra’s tectonic activity have different origins, with local and regional 7 

scale magmatic sources driving deformation 8 

• Magmatectonic activity began in Tempe Terra prior to development of the Tharsis Rise 9 

topographic bulge and associated major volcanoes 10 

• Only 2 Tempe Terra fault trends, both Hesperian age, represent stresses related to the 11 

growth of Tharsis: NNE (Stage 2) and ENE (Stage 3) 12 



Abstract 13 

Numerous graben features transect the Tempe Terra plateau in the northeastern Tharsis Rise, 14 

making it one of the most heavily structured regions of Tharsis. The origin of the complex fault 15 

geometries, generated over three distinct stages of tectonic activity, is still poorly understood. This 16 

work distinguishes between locally-sourced and regionally-sourced structures within Tempe Terra, 17 

to isolate regional deformation patterns related to the general development of the Tharsis Rise from 18 

the effects of local mechanisms. Comparison of structural observations to predicted deformation 19 

patterns from different sources of graben formation in the Martian crust demonstrates the 20 

important role of magmatic activity at a variety of scales in driving tectonism in Tempe Terra. 21 

Noachian (Stage 1) faulting was the result of local magmatic underplating and associated heating 22 

and uplift, which formed part of an incipient stage of widespread Tharsis volcanism that predated 23 

development of the main Tharsis Rise. Early Hesperian (Stage 2) faults reflect the interaction of 24 

regional stresses from growth of the Tharsis Rise with magmatic activity highly localised along the 25 

Tharsis Montes Axial Trend – a linear volcanotectonic trendline including the alignment of the 26 

Tharsis Montes volcanoes. Early–Late Hesperian (Stage 3) faulting resulted from a series of dyke 27 

swarms from a Tharsis-centred plume, which propagated in a regional stress field generated by 28 

growth of the Tharsis Rise. As only Stage 2 NNE faults and Stage 3 ENE faults are linked to regional, 29 

Tharsis-related stresses, other observed Tempe Terra fault trends can be excluded when evaluating 30 

models of Tharsis’s tectonic evolution. 31 

Plain Language Summary 32 

Tharsis is the largest volcanic province on Mars and its formation was a major driver of the 33 

deformation we see at the surface. Tectonic structures are therefore used to understand how and 34 

when Tharsis formed. However, local structural patterns may obscure regional trends associated 35 

with Tharsis-forming stresses, complicating our ability to assess models for how Tharsis developed. 36 

As such, distinguishing between faults with local and regional origins is essential. Here, we study the 37 

Tempe Terra region in northeastern Tharsis to determine the origin of the region’s extensive 38 

faulting, generated over three distinct stages of tectonic activity. By comparing surface observations 39 

to expected evidence of different sources of stress, such as uplift from local volcanoes or dyke 40 

intrusion, we found that each stage of tectonic activity had a different origin. A combination of local 41 

scale (from within Tempe Terra) and regional scale (from Tharsis) magmatic sources drove 42 

deformation, and tectonic activity began before the main structures and volcanoes of Tharsis had 43 

developed. Only two fault trends in Tempe Terra can be linked to regional stresses related to the 44 



growth of Tharsis: NNE-trending and ENE-trending faults. Isolating these regional trends provides 45 

clearer criteria for assessing models of Tharsis development in the future. 46 

1 Introduction 47 

The development of the Tharsis Rise is suggested to be a major driver of planetary-scale 48 

deformation and structural processes on Mars (Banerdt et al., 1992; Golombek & Phillips, 2010). 49 

However, the fundamental mechanisms responsible for this development remain disputed, with 50 

proposed models including isostasy, flexure, mantle plume uplift, and dynamic mantle support (e.g., 51 

Baker et al., 2007; Banerdt et al., 1982; Mège & Masson, 1996a; Solomon & Head, 1982; Tanaka et 52 

al., 1991). Surface deformation patterns can tell us about the timing, nature, and orientation of 53 

stress regimes, and form a primary source of evidence for interpreting the timing and mechanism of 54 

Tharsis’s development. Extensive systems of radiating normal faults and circumferential wrinkle 55 

ridges (the surface expression of thrust faults) are centred on the topographic bulge of the Tharsis 56 

Rise (Figure 1a). Since these observed structures have been primarily attributed to Tharsis’s growth 57 

and activity through time, faults patterns have been used to constrain and/or test various models of 58 

Tharsis development (e.g., Anderson et al., 2001; Banerdt et al., 1982; Dohm et al., 2007; Mège & 59 

Masson, 1996a; Tanaka et al., 1991). However, the surface deformation around Tharsis is often 60 

highly complex and can vary significantly in character across the region, with the potential for 61 

multiple overprinting effects in different locations. Therefore, to fully utilise the surface deformation 62 

features and provide the most accurate criteria for Tharsis models, a two step evaluation is needed. 63 

First, we need to distinguish between features formed as a result of Tharsis-related regional stress 64 

fields or magmatic processes, and those related to local processes and heterogeneities. Second, 65 

locally-sourced structures should be excluded from assessments of regional-scale stress. This process 66 

of isolating regional patterns from local complexities may help to further clarify the mechanisms of 67 

Tharsis’s development.  68 

Here, we distinguish between faults with local and regional origins in one of the most heavily faulted 69 

areas of Tharsis: Tempe Terra (Figure 1a). Tempe Terra’s structural complexity can provide 70 

important information regarding Tharsis’s development. Its location has allowed preservation of 71 

older rocks and structures which have been buried by younger lava flows in most other areas in the 72 

northern half of Tharsis. It consists of a plateau dominated by extensional structures, mostly in the 73 

form of graben, with complex patterns of crosscutting faults. Tempe Terra also lies along the 74 

“Tharsis Montes Axial Trend” (Figure 1a), an alignment of volcanoes and extensional structures along 75 

a single great circle stretching over 6500 km through the centre of the Tharsis Rise, including the 76 

three Tharsis Montes volcanoes and the Tempe Rift system in Tempe Terra (Carr, 1974; Hauber & 77 



Kronberg, 2001; Wise et al., 1979). The scale and striking linear nature of this trend indicate it is 78 

significant in the geological history of the Tharsis Rise, and may be controlled by some pre-Tharsis 79 

structure (e.g. Carr, 1974; Schultz, 1984; Wise et al., 1979).  80 

Orlov et al. (2022) identified three primary stages of tectonic activity in Tempe Terra, spanning from 81 

the Middle Noachian to Late Hesperian (Figure 1). The origin of these specific stages has not yet 82 

been defined, and the complexity of Tempe Terra’s fault patterns has not been reflected in previous 83 

assessments of formation mechanisms for these faults. Outside of a general association with stress 84 

from Tharsis (e.g. Hauber et al., 2010; Tanaka et al., 1991; Wise et al., 1979), the origin of extension 85 

in Tempe Terra has not previously been examined in the detail required to explain the observed 86 

differences in structural character through time. Past studies have suggested faulting in Tempe Terra 87 

is a result of dyke intrusion (e.g. Davis et al., 1995; Mège & Masson, 1996a) or volcanic rifting 88 

(Hauber & Kronberg, 2001; Mège et al., 2003), with later interpretation proposing oblique rifting for 89 

the Tempe Rift (Fernández & Anguita, 2007). However, these studies have typically applied a single 90 

interpretation for all of Tempe Terra’s faults, or have investigated only the Tempe Rift, which is 91 

insufficient to distinguish between locally-sourced and regionally-generated deformation. 92 

This study aims to determine the origin of extensional faults produced during each stage of Tempe 93 

Terra’s tectonic development, to better understand the interplay of local and regional mechanisms 94 

and ultimately shed light on processes associated with Tharsis’s development. This work builds upon 95 

the foundation of geometric observations and age assignments from Orlov et al. (2022) to extract 96 

the origin of specific structural trends through time. Our approach analyses fault data and associated 97 

features from each stage to identify surface evidence of different sources of extensional stress and 98 

graben formation in the Martian crust. To further expand on this analysis and understand the 99 

complexities involved in interpretation, we also investigate the likelihood of fault reactivation 100 

throughout the evolution of Tempe Terra. We are then able to extract regionally-relevant trends and 101 

consider their implication for future models of Tharsis’s evolution. 102 

1.1 Geological background and tectonic stages of Tempe Terra 103 

Tempe Terra is a large plateau (~2 million km2) of Noachian and Hesperian volcanic and highland 104 

units (Tanaka et al., 2014) at the NE edge of the Tharsis Rise (Figure 1a). Over 23,700 normal faults 105 

have been mapped across Tempe Terra and separated into sixteen fault sets based on their age and 106 

orientation (Orlov et al., 2022). These faults range in age from Middle Noachian to Amazonian but 107 

the majority of tectonic activity occurred in Tempe Terra during the Early Hesperian (Figure 1; Orlov 108 

et al., 2022). The fault sets are separated into three stages, each with a different primary 109 

orientation. Each stage represents a continuous period where tectonic features had a similar 110 



alignment and spatial distribution, before a resolvable shift in fault patterns is observed in the 111 

relative timeline. Stage 1 (Middle Noachian to Early Hesperian) consists of predominantly N-trending 112 

graben with minor NW-trending structures which together comprise seven fault sets (Figure 1b). 113 

These faults are contained to the western half of Tempe Terra. Stage 2 (Early Hesperian) consists of 114 

NNE- to NE-trending normal faults across three fault sets (Figure 1c). Structures from this stage form 115 

a localized zone of high fault spatial density through the centre of Tempe Terra and form the Tempe 116 

Rift system. Stage 3 (Early Hesperian to Late Hesperian) consists of ENE-trending graben from five 117 

fault sets (Figure 1d). These faults are distributed across the full width of the plateau. 118 



Figure 1: Tempe Terra in the context of the Tharsis Rise. a) Western hemisphere of Mars showing the Tharsis 119 
Rise, Tharsis Montes Axial Trend, and extensional and shortening structures from Tanaka et al. (2014). 120 
Additional graben axes in Tempe Terra subsampled from Orlov (2022). UM = Uranius Mons, SM = Sirenum 121 
Mons, ST = Sirenum Tholus. b–d) Fault set maps of Tempe Terra for each tectonic stage from Orlov et al. 122 
(2022). Fault set names and associated colours for each stage are shown on each image, with all other Tempe 123 
Terra faults shown in grey. Ages and relative timing of fault sets are shown on timeline. Background to all 124 

images is shaded relief HRSC–MOLA DEM. 125 

 126 

1.2 Assessing the origin of extensional surface structures on Mars 127 

Given the lack of plate tectonics on Mars, we must look to other sources such as large-scale 128 

volcanism and/or magmatic activity, impact processes, and global contraction as major drivers of 129 

deformation (Banerdt et al., 1992). As a basis to assess the origin of the observed extensional 130 



structures in Tempe Terra, we compiled expected surface evidence of different proposed origins 131 

capable of graben formation on Mars (Table 1). Different origins of extension may produce either 132 

narrow graben systems (with faults that only penetrate the upper few kilometres of the crust) or 133 

rifting (with faults that potentially cut through the entire brittle lithosphere), both of which are 134 

observed in Tempe Terra (Hauber & Kronberg, 2001; Tanaka et al., 1991). However, as natural 135 

systems are inherently complex and heterogeneous, a clear-cut relationship between observable 136 

evidence and an interpreted source may be lacking. Even between volcanic and non-volcanic sources 137 

there is often non-unique evidence and solutions, such as radial fault patterns that can be associated 138 

with volcanic uplift, dyke intrusion, or flexural loading. This lack of clear evidence–source 139 

relationships makes it necessary to use a wide range of observations and evidence wherever 140 

possible, noting that not all listed evidence in Table 1 is required nor expected to be present. 141 

In addition to sources for stress perturbations (i.e. differential stresses) in the crust, strain 142 

localisation is an important factor which can help initiate extension and allows for the formation of 143 

rift systems (Buck, 2007). This localisation may occur through magmatic intrusion and heating, pre-144 

existing structures or zones of weakness, fault weakening (cohesion loss), and thermal advection due 145 

to stretching (Buck, 2007). Magmatic processes play a particularly important role in localising strain 146 

on volcanic planets by creating weak zones in the lithosphere, and these weak zones can interact 147 

with any form of stress generation (Corti et al., 2007; Grott et al., 2007; Hauber et al., 2010). Strain 148 

localisation within a fault population may be expressed in the spatial distribution of structures and 149 

their accumulated displacement, commonly in the form of large border faults and/or zones of 150 

intense faulting (Buck, 2007; Schultz et al., 2010). As such, deep seated origins that influence the 151 

rheological behaviour through crust and mantle may need to be considered (Table 1). 152 

Based on our compilation of expected surface evidence (Table 1), it is necessary for rigorous 153 

assessment to characterize the following key features: surface patterns of faults in terms of 154 

orientation, degree of extension, and relationship to topography; graben morphology; large scale 155 

topography; crustal thickness variations; and spatial relationships of faults to volcanic and other non-156 

tectonic surface features. 157 



Table 1: Expected surface evidence of different sources of extensional stress causing graben formation on Mars. Evidence in bold is unique to one listed source. Local scale 158 
denotes sources which produce deformation and other effects in their immediate vicinity (<200 km), while regional scale indicates sources capable of producing far-field 159 
stresses and deformation several hundreds to thousands of km away. Literature in italics is related to general source and/or process evidence, others are specific to Mars.  160 
* indicates sources proposed for development of Tharsis Rise.  161 

Source of Stress Description Scale Evidence Example Reference
VOLCANIC/ 
MAGMATIC 

 

Volcanic loading Loading of lithosphere by adding 
material (i.e., volcanic extrusives) to the 
surface 

Local Circumferential pattern of arcuate and en echelon normal 
faults around the load 

Golombek et al., 2009; Cailleau et 
al., 2003; Byrne et al., 2015 

Flexural trough or moat concentric to the load (between 
lower flanks of volcanic centre and circumferential faults) 

Byrne et al.,2015

Thicker crust at volcanic centre Banerdt et al., 1992
Stacked, convex terraces on volcano flanks Byrne et al., 2015

Volcanic 
deflation/ core 
subsidence 

Sinking of pre-existing volcanic centre 
through magma withdrawal or 
increasing density during cooling of 
magma 

Local Circumferential pattern of normal faults around volcanic 
centre 

Mege & Masson, 1996; Tanaka &
Davis, 1988; Cailleau et al., 2003 

Wristwatch pattern of graben when combined with regional 
extensional stress field 

Cailleau et al., 2003

Volcanic uplift* Uplift and bending of lithosphere from 
buoyancy forces above magma 
reservoirs at depth– includes mantle 
plumes 

Regional 
or local 

Radial pattern of normal faults around a volcanic centre Carr, 1974; Mege & Masson, 1996; 
Cailleau et al., 2005 

Symmetric fault/fracture patterns which become less regular 
towards the centre of the dome 

Carr, 1974; Cailleau et al., 2005

Low density gravity anomaly under volcanic centre Janle & Erkul, 1991; McGovern et 
al., 2001 

Dyke swarms centred on plume that diverge into two or 
three branches, or are radial to arcuate 

Cailleau et al., 2003; Cailleau et al., 
2005; Ernst et al., 2001; Ernst et al., 
1995 

Hourglass pattern of graben when combined with regional 
extensional stress field 

Cailleau et al., 2005; Tibaldi et al., 
2008 

Topographic doming at the surface Allen & Allen, 2005; Cailleau et al.,
2005; Crough, 1983 

Dyke intrusion Vertical and/or lateral propagation of 
dykes from a magmatic centre through 

Local Graben with uniform width, depth, length, and spacing 
across varied terrains and units (for grabens formed in a 

Tanaka et al., 1991



rock due to magma driving pressure, 
creating tensile stress above 

single tectonic event)
Radial or fan-like fault system geometry, extending far from 
volcanic source 

Carr, 1974, Mege & Masson, 1996

Graben aligned perpendicular to direction of minimum 
compressive stress 

Cailleau et al., 2003

Cross-sectional topographic signature with uplifted, convex 
graben flanks 

Goudy & Schultz, 2005; Klimczak, 
2014; Rubin & Pollard, 1988; Rubin, 
1992; Schultz et al., 2004 

Spatial association with volcanic features (e.g. volcanic flows 
emanating from fissures in graben, linear vents) 

Tanaka et al., 1991, Mege &
Masson, 1996 

Linear surface features (pit crater chains, linear chasmata 
and U-shaped troughs) 

Mege & Masson, 1996; Mege et al., 
2003 

Large length of graben systems (individual graben or 
continuous linear trends of linked en echelon graben): 10s of 
km for smaller dyke swarms (e.g. from volcanic edifices), and 
>300km for larger swarms (from mantle plumes) 

Mege & Masson, 1996; Ernst et al., 
2001; Ernst et al., 1995 

Narrow, symmetrical and linear low relief ridges (dyke 
exposed at surface) 

Mege, 1999

Magmatic 
underplating 

The accumulation of mafic magmas in 
the lower crust and uppermost mantle 
around the Moho, where they achieve 
neutral buoyancy (no volcanic edifice 
required) 

Local Permanent topographic uplift without folding or thrusting Cox, 1993
Crustal thickening Cox, 1993
Flat Moho beneath a deep rift graben (i.e. lack of crustal 
thinning over rifted area) indicating magmatic 
compensation of crustal thinning 

Thybo & Nielson, 2009; Thybo &
Artemieva, 2013 

NON-VOLCANIC  
Flexural loading* Addition of material to the surface, 

causing downward displacement of the 
lithosphere 

Regional Radial compression (concentric wrinkle ridges) on the area 
with the load 

Tanaka et al., 1991; Banerdt et al., 
1992 

Circumferential extension (radial normal faults) in the area 
surrounding the load 

Tanaka et al., 1991; Banerdt et al., 
1992 

Topographic trough and low free-air gravity anomalies 
surrounding a load with high gravity 

Phillips et al., 2001

Flexural uplift* Buoyancy uplift of the lithosphere from 
locally thinning the crust and decreasing 
the density of the upper mantle, 
causing upward displacement (doming) 
of the lithosphere 

Regional Radial extension (concentric normal faults) on the uplifted 
area 

Banerdt et al., 1992

Circumferential compression (radial wrinkle ridges) in area 
surrounding the uplifted region 

Banerdt et al., 1992



Isostatic 
compensation* 

Support of topography by isostasy 
alone, from either complete relaxation 
of flexural stresses or zero net vertical 
displacement of the lithosphere 

Regional Circumferential extension (radial normal faults) on the 
elevated region 

Tanaka et al., 1991; Banerdt et al., 
1992 

Radial compression (concentric wrinkle ridges) in the area 
surrounding the elevated region 

Tanaka et al., 1991; Banerdt et al., 
1992 

Horizontal 
gradients in 
gravitational 
potential energy 
(GPE) i.e., gravity 
spreading 

Deviatoric stresses intrinsic to the 
lithosphere (rather than externally 
imposed) resulting from contrasts in 
gravity-driven potential energy between 
areas of thickened and/or elevated 
lithosphere (higher energy) and its 
surroundings (lower energy) 

Regional
or local 

Extension (normal faults) over topographically high areas Dimitrova et al., 2006; Molnar &
Lyon-Caen, 1988 

Compression (thrust faults) on sloped flanks and 
topographically low areas 

Dimitrova et al., 2006; Montgomery 
et al., 2009; Molnar & Lyon-Caen, 
1988 

Normal faults and graben parallel to margins of extending 
area or chasm walls 

Montgomery et al., 2009

No rift flank uplift Allen & Allen, 2005
Impact cratering Stress from the impact of a meteoroid 

hitting a planet’s surface in an 
instantaneous event 

Regional 
or local 

Visible impact crater site (e.g. circular depression with 
elevated rim and ejecta blanket) 

Kenkmann et al., 2014

Concentric and/or radial fractures and graben which 
decrease with distance from the impact site 

Jaumann et al., 2012

Massifs and ridges concentric to impact basin rim (for very 
large impacts) 

Banerdt et al., 1992

Impacts breccias containing clastic rock fragments and 
impact melt 

Kenkmann et al., 2014; Jaumann et 
al., 2012 

Aqueous fluid 
pressure 

Elevated aqueous fluid pressures 
(generating non-igneous 
hydrofracturing) from impacts, freezing 
of groundwater, magma intrusion, 
liquefaction of water-saturated impact 
breccias during seismic activity etc. 

Local Mode I or hybrid fractures oriented perpendicular to least 
compressive stress 

Bons et al., 2022; Tanaka et al.,
1991 

Pit crater chains and troughs along graben Tanaka et al., 1991
Channels emanating from graben indicating significant 
volumes of discharged water 

Tanaka et al., 1991

Mineralised veins Bons et al., 2022
 162 



2 Data and Methods 163 

The goal of our analyses is to characterise the identified key features (section 1.2) in order to assess 164 

the evidence of different sources of faulting and distinguish between the options outlined in Table 1. 165 

All analyses are combined and presented based on the three tectonic stages in Tempe Terra (section 166 

1.1; Orlov et al., 2022). Throughout this study, we use the term “local” to indicate effects isolated to 167 

Tempe Terra, and “regional” to indicate far-field effects extending beyond Tempe Terra – often 168 

across large parts of Tharsis. 169 

Our analysis was conducted using the Tempe Terra fault dataset from Orlov (2022) and satellite 170 

imagery and topography from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter High Resolution Stereo Camera 171 

(HRSC), which has a typical image resolution of 12–25 m/pixel and digital elevation model (DEM) grid 172 

size of 75 m/pixel and 1 m height resolution within Tempe Terra (Jaumann et al., 2007; Neukum et 173 

al., 2004). Additional images were used from the Context Camera (CTX) which has a 6 m/pixel 174 

resolution (Malin et al., 2007). Topography data was also used from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter 175 

(MOLA) and HRSC combined product (HRSC–MOLA DEM), which has a 200 m/pixel horizontal 176 

resolution and elevation accuracy of ±3 m (Fergason et al., 2018). 177 

2.1 Analysis of fault geometries and graben morphology 178 

In order to assess the likelihood of a volcanic or magmatic origin of faulting, we examined the spatial 179 

patterns of faults, their cross-sectional graben morphology, and their relationship to known regional 180 

and local  features such as volcanic centres and regional tectonic trends. Using ESRI ArcGIS software, 181 

we traced geodesic paths for radial and circumferential patterns associated with each of the major 182 

Tharsis volcanoes (Tharsis Montes, Alba Mons, Olympus Mons) as well as the smaller volcanoes 183 

Labeatis Mons, Uranius Mons, Ceraunius Tholus, and Tharsis Tholus. We then compared these 184 

expected orientations to the position and alignment of fault sets from each tectonic stage. For radial 185 

patterns we consider both fanning relationships and subparallel patterns which converge on a 186 

common point (Ernst et al., 2001). This is a simplified approach and ignores the influence of 187 

interacting stress fields on otherwise potentially radial or circumferential stress patterns, such as 188 

those modelled for graben around Alba Mons (Cailleau et al., 2003; Cailleau et al., 2005).  189 

We compared the spatial relationship of the faults from each stage to large regional patterns such as 190 

the Tharsis Montes Axial Trend and general radial orientation to the Tharsis Rise (which would 191 

require a broadly NE trend in Tempe Terra). We also digitised published stress trajectory maps from 192 

the Tharsis development models of Banerdt et al. (1992); Dimitrova et al. (2006); Mège and Masson 193 

(1996a, 1996b) and compared Tempe Terra faults to the predicted orientations and styles of 194 



faulting. We assessed the fit of six models which represent a variety of sources from Table 1, 195 

including: flexural loading, isostatic compensation, and flexural uplift (Banerdt et al., 1992); a Tharsis 196 

mantle plume (Mège & Masson, 1996a); detached crustal cap, which combines loading and isostasy 197 

models (Tanaka et al., 1991); and gradients of gravitational potential energy (GPE; Dimitrova et al., 198 

2006). Spatial relations of faults to volcanic or non-volcanic surface features such as small vents, pit 199 

crater chains, channels, flows, and canyons were also considered. 200 

Using the HRSC–MOLA DEM we looked for areas of high or low topography in relation to faulted 201 

regions for each stage, in order to identify features such as domes or flexural troughs. We also took 202 

a series of topographic profiles from the HRSC DEMs across representative graben from the different 203 

tectonic stages to determine the typical cross-sectional graben shape of each stage. A flat or concave 204 

up (ski ramp) shape to the graben flanks is expected for a standard, ‘tectonic’ graben while convex 205 

graben flanks are an indicator of the presence of a dyke (Goudy & Schultz, 2005; Rubin, 1992; Rubin 206 

& Pollard, 1988; Schultz et al., 2004). Some areas were difficult to assess with this method due to 207 

dense faulting with a lack of free space on the graben flanks, and variability in DEM quality in 208 

comparison to graben width. Our assessment of topographic patterns more generally is complicated 209 

by later volcanic cover and/or the effects of erosion. 210 

2.2 Extension analysis: Quantification and spatial variation 211 

To visualise spatial variations in extensional strain across Tempe Terra, we produced a series of 212 

extension profiles for all fault sets and combined these for each tectonic stage. We extracted 213 

topographic profiles spaced 100 km apart and aligned perpendicular to the average strike of each 214 

fault set. We measured the vertical displacement (d) of each fault along a profile and converted this 215 

to heave (e) using the approach of Golombek et al. (1996): 216 

  𝑒 =   217 

We assumed a consistent dip (α) of 60° for all faults, and while this necessary simplification is typical 218 

for studies of Martian extensional faults, it introduces error into the calculation (Golombek et al., 219 

1996). Total extension across each profile is taken as the sum of the heaves of all intersected faults. 220 

We favour total extension as calculations of strain (which divide the total extension by a reference 221 

length) are highly dependent on the chosen length of a reference profile and are therefore difficult 222 

to compare between published works. Nevertheless, sources of error persist in defining the amount 223 

of total crustal extension. Data resolution may fall below the threshold needed to image narrow 224 

graben and has inherent uncertainty in vertical accuracy, while environmental considerations such 225 

as erosion of the footwall and graben infill may reduce the observable surface displacement 226 



(Golombek et al., 1996; Ziegler & Cloetingh, 2004). Measurements of vertical offset used in our 227 

calculations are therefore considered a minimum. 228 

To visualise spatial variations in strain accommodation between faults from the same temporal 229 

stage, we gridded our measurements of individual fault heave into 2D heat maps. For each tectonic 230 

stage we used inverse distance weighted (IDW) interpolation in ArcGIS to convert our point 231 

measurements of fault heave into continuous rasters coloured by magnitude. IDW is a simple and 232 

efficient interpolation method but is sensitive to data outliers (Wu & Hung, 2016) and the heave 233 

parameter itself has the same limitations as the extension calculation. A detailed description of the 234 

gridding method, including parameters, can be found in Supporting Information. 235 

2.3 Fault reactivation: Slip and dilation tendency 236 

Fault reactivation is a common complicating factor when attempting to interpret the origin of faults 237 

so it is helpful to understand when and where it is likely to have occurred. Slip and dilation tendency 238 

analysis (Ferrill et al., 1999; Morris et al., 1996) can be used to quantify and visualise the likelihood 239 

of fault reactivation: where faults have a high tendency for slip and/or dilation in a given stress field, 240 

they are considered likely locations for reactivation (Morris et al., 1996; Worum et al., 2004). 241 

Physically, slip tendency describes the likelihood of shear failure resulting in the accumulation of 242 

additional displacement through dip-slip motion along the fault plane, while dilation tendency 243 

describes the likelihood of tensile failure resulting in horizontal motion (Ferrill et al., 2020). We use 244 

exact rather than normalised values for slip and dilation tendency. Faults are considered to be 245 

ideally oriented for slip when they have a slip tendency (Ts) ≥ 0.6 (Ferrill et al., 1999). In our analysis 246 

we describe faults as being optimally oriented for slip (Ts ≥ 0.6), well oriented for slip (0.5 < Ts < 0.6), 247 

moderately oriented for slip (0.3 < Ts < 0.5), or poorly oriented for slip (Ts < 0.3). We define the 248 

dilation tendency (Td) of faults as high (Td > 0.6), moderate (0.4 < Td < 0.6), and low (Td < 0.4). 249 

We created maps of slip and dilation tendency to examine the extent of likely fault reactivation 250 

during Tempe Terra’s structural evolution. Our approach involved a geometrical analysis of fault 251 

orientations within a series of simple Andersonian stress fields where σ1 is vertical, σ2 is parallel to 252 

the average fault strike and 66% of σ1, and σ3 is perpendicular to the average fault strike and 32% of 253 

σ1. We made no assumptions about the local magnitudes of stress active in Tempe Terra as only the 254 

ratio of stress matters in this approach (Worum et al., 2004). For this analysis we examined the 255 

effects of stress fields representing Stage 2 (σ3 azimuth 117°) and Stage 3 (σ3 azimuth 150°) activity 256 

on Stage 1 and Stage 2 faults. We could not assess reactivation of Stage 3 faults as we lack indicators 257 

of major Amazonian activity within Tempe Terra on which to base stress fields after Stage 3. To 258 

remain consistent with our approach for extension, we used an assumed dip of 60° for all faults. The 259 



reliability of the results depends on the validity of our input stress fields, as well as uncertainty 260 

regarding the fault dip. A detailed description of the analysis method can be found in Supporting 261 

Information. 262 

2.4 Gravity and crustal thickness 263 

Variations in thickness and gravity response of the Martian crust provide evidence for several 264 

potential sources of stress (Table 1). We therefore include qualitative observations of local gravity 265 

anomalies and crustal thickness within Tempe Terra from the Goddard Mars Model–3 (GMM-3) 266 

Bouguer gravity and derived crustal thickness models (Genova et al., 2016). GMM-3 utilises gravity 267 

data from the Mars Global Surveyor, Mars Odyssey, and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter and has a 268 

global surface resolution of ∼115 km, although this can vary with latitude and other factors (Genova 269 

et al., 2016). The Bouguer anomaly map of Genova et al. (2016) was calculated assuming a bulk 270 

density for the crust of 2900 kg/m3 and removing the effects of the hemispheric dichotomy and 271 

polar flattening. Their map of crustal thickness was derived from a nonlinear inversion for relief on 272 

the crust-mantle boundary, assuming a mantle density of 3500 kg/m3 (Genova et al., 2016).  273 

It is important to keep in mind that what we can observe in these datasets is the current state of the 274 

Martian crust, which is the combined result of Tempe Terra’s geologic and tectonic history. It is 275 

therefore challenging to separate the effects of different stages of activity on the gravity response or 276 

crustal thickness, or assign ages to the various observed features. 277 

3 Results and Analysis 278 

3.1 Geometrical and extensional characteristics 279 

3.1.1 Stage 1 (Middle Noachian – Early Hesperian) 280 

Fault patterns, geometries and relationships to regional trends: The N–S faults which make up the 281 

bulk of Stage 1 (82% of faults) do not have a radial or circumferential relationship to any Tharsis 282 

volcanoes or to the Tharsis Rise as a whole and are instead aligned tangentially to Tharsis. Stage 1 is 283 

the most poorly aligned to Tharsis stress trajectory models, and while most models predict extension 284 

over Stage 1 faults, the orientation of the stresses is a poor fit for the observed structures (Table 2; 285 

Figure 2a, blue arrows). The patches of NW-oriented faults which are dispersed across western 286 

Tempe Terra align partially with circumferential trends around the Tharsis Montes, Uranius Mons 287 

and Tharsis Tholus volcanoes, as well as the Tharsis Rise generally, but they do not form a 288 

continuous system. Neither the orientation nor location of Stage 1 faults are aligned with the Tharsis 289 

Montes Axial Trend. The primary N–S trend is approximately perpendicular to the highland–lowland 290 



dichotomy boundary, regardless if that is drawn along the north edge of Tempe Terra (Wilhelms & 291 

Squyres, 1984) or farther to the south of Tharsis (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2008). 292 

The N–S structures are also parallel with the large, linear canyons of Tanais Fossae (Figure 2b). This 293 

canyon system occupies an exposed Middle Noachian unit that lacks Noachian faults but is 294 

surrounded by Stage 1 structures (Figure 2a, purple outline). This canyon system has been heavily 295 

eroded (Figure 2b), and other structures in the same north-western part of Tempe Terra, such as the 296 

large Quepem Fossa graben (Figure 2a), also have a degraded appearance compared to faults further 297 

south. At the central western edge of Tempe Terra there is a system of narrow, symmetrical, linear 298 

ridges that trend mostly N and NW and sometimes intersect to form branching networks (Figure 2c). 299 

The ridges occur only on blocks of Late Noachian terrain that are exposed above younger lava flows 300 

and are cut by faults from Stage 1 and Stage 2 (Figure 2c). They are associated with the graben of 301 

Stage 1 both spatially and in orientation. While not located in close proximity to the faults, a volcano 302 

edifice at 70° W, 44.5° E (UV2 on Figure 2a) is a volcanic surface feature similar in age to Stage 1 303 

tectonic activity. UV2 is the only exposed Early Noachian unit in Tempe Terra (Figure 2a, red outline; 304 

Tanaka et al., 2014) and appears morphologically similar to Tyrrhenus Mons (formally Tyrrhena 305 

Patera) in the southern highlands near the Hellas impact basin. 306 

Faults tend to occur in topographically high regions which have not been buried by later lava flows. 307 

There is an area of locally high topography that links faults from the south of Tempe Terra to the 308 

northern edge of the platea (Figure 2a), including the Tanais Fossae canyon system. Despite the 309 

impact of post-tectonic modification and erosion, the largest graben and canyon systems are in the 310 

areas of highest topography. We clearly have an incomplete record of structures from this period in 311 

the west of Tempe Terra (Figure 2a, purple outline and surrounds), but we lack any structures of 312 

comparable age or orientation in the eastern half of the plateau.  313 

Graben topographic profiles typically have flat or concave flanks (Figure 3a), while convex flank uplift 314 

is rare. Other graben dimensions (length, width, depth) are not uniform across Tempe Terra, with 315 

regions of long, narrow graben in the south (<1 km wide) contrasted with shorter, en echelon graben 316 

in Ascuris Planum (1–3 km wide), and a ~25 km wide, rift-style graben at Quepem Fossa. 317 

Graben extension and heave: Total extension across Stage 1 faults is variable but generally higher in 318 

the north of Tempe Terra (Figure 2d). Extension ranges from 0.2 km to 9.2 km, which is the lowest of 319 

all the stages. However, it is important to note that this stage also has the smallest number of faults 320 

and many Noachian structures have likely been buried or modified, so we are not seeing the full 321 

picture and these strain estimates are minima. The heave map shows that extension has not been 322 

accommodated uniformly across the faults (Figure 2e), with individual values ranging from 6 m to 323 



3528 m and a median of 103 m per fault. There is localisation of heave onto a few large faults 324 

making up Quepem Fossa, with the rest of the faulted region displaying a more even distribution of 325 

heave between the smaller graben (Figure 2e). While there is a relatively large amount of extension 326 

where heave is localised, the greatest total extension is in areas where there is a high density of 327 

smaller-offset faults with evenly distributed heave. 328 

Table 2: Fit of Tempe Terra tectonic patterns to Tharsis stress trajectory models. Predictions from models of 329 
stress from the development of Tharsis are compared to structures from each tectonic stage and assessed for 330 
fit. Red indicates no fit, orange partial fit, and green good fit. 331 

Tharsis Model  Model Prediction in Tempe 
Terra 

Fit to Stage 1
structures 

Fit to Stage 2 
structures 

Fit to Stage 3
structures 

Flexural 
loading1 

Strain type Extension in east two thirds; 
shortening in west third 

No Partial
(Figure 4a) 

Partial 

Structure 
orientation 

Faults radial to Tharsis; 
oriented ~50–65° 

No Partly aligned 
to rift axis only 
(Figure 4a) 

Yes 

Isostatic 
compensation1 

Strain type Extension in west two thirds; 
shortening in east third 

Yes
(Figure 2a) 

Partial Partial 

Structure 
orientation 

Faults radial to Tharsis; 
oriented ~50–70° 

No
(Figure 2a) 

Partly aligned 
to rift axis only 

Yes 

Flexural uplift1 Strain type Extension Yes Yes Yes 
Structure 
orientation 

Faults concentric to Tharsis; 
oriented ~120–135° 

Aligned to NW 
faults only 

No No 

Detached 
crustal cap2 

Strain type Extension Yes Yes Yes 
Structure 
orientation 

Faults radial to Tharsis; 
oriented ~50–70° 

No Partly aligned 
to rift axis only 

Yes 

Plume3 Strain type Extension Yes Yes Yes 
(Figure 5a) 

Structure 
orientation 

Faults radial to Tharsis; 
oriented ~50–70° 

No Partly aligned 
to rift axis only 

Yes 
(Figure 5a) 

Gravitational 
potential 
energy (GPE)4 

Strain type Normal & oblique extension 
in west half; oblique 
shortening in east half 

Yes Partial No 

Structure 
orientation 

Faults radial to Tharsis; 
oriented ~50–70° 

No Partly aligned 
to rift axis only 

Yes 

1Banerdt et al. (1992), 2Tanaka et al. (1991) with crustal cap outline from Mège and Masson (1996b), 3Mège 332 
and Masson (1996a), 4Dimitrova et al. (2006) 333 



Figure 2: Stage 1 tectonic patterns and associated observations. a) Extent of Stage 1 faults with overlay of predicted stress type and orientation from isostatic 334 

compensation model of (Banerdt et al., 1992). UV2 = unnamed volcanic centre. Background is colourised terrain from the HRSC–MOLA DEM. b) Tanais Fossae canyon 335 

system. c) Branching systems of narrow linear ridges shown on CTX image. d) Total extension across Stage 1, coloured by magnitude. e) Heat map of individual fault heave. 336 
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There is clear evidence of volcanic surface features associated with Stage 2, with three intra-rift 356 

volcanoes: Labeatis Mons and two unnamed volcanic centres (UV1 and UV2; Figure 4a). Labeatis 357 

Mons and UV1 have impacted the shape of the rift, with the main rift graben being deflected around 358 

Labeatis Mons (Figure 4b) and an hourglass pattern centred on UV1 formed to the southeast of the 359 

main rift axis (Figure 4a, b). UV2 sits across the main rift graben at the NE end of the rift and has 360 

been highly modified by Stage 2 faulting (Figure 4c). All three volcanoes have locally elevated 361 

topography representing the volcanic edifice. Pit crater chains are a minor feature associated with 362 

graben from this stage, with a few occurring in the western half of Tempe Terra, but the majority are 363 

aligned with Stage 3 structures. Aligned with a narrow graben on the eastern side of the main rift is 364 

an oval-shaped collapse depression and associated NE-trending narrow, linear ridges (Figure 4d), 365 

which are similar to those described for Stage 1 but are fewer in number and lack branching 366 

intersections. 367 

Across Tempe Terra, the topography shows an overall decline in elevation from SW to NE (Figure 4a, 368 

black arrow). Where faulting is concentrated, there is a broadly uplifted region around Labeatis 369 

Mons as well as at the SW end of the rift. There is also a region of lower elevation directly around 370 

the Labeatis Mons edifice, forming a semi-circular trough that is most pronounced on the northern 371 

side (Figure 4b). This trough is surrounded by a ring of higher elevation where the majority of 372 

circumferential faults appear (Figure 4b). 373 

Graben profiles are variable in morphology but most commonly have flat or concave flanks (Figure 374 

3b). The graben typically occur in zones of numerous, closely-spaced, cross-cutting faults, rather 375 

than as long continuous trends such as in Tantalus Fossae at Alba Mons. Graben dimensions are 376 

variable across the region and there is a distinct separation between the narrow graben (1–3 km 377 

wide) that make up the majority of structures, and the large rift graben which are significantly 378 

longer, wider (>15 km), and deeper (Figure 4b). 379 

Graben extension and heave: The pattern of total extension across Stage 2 faults shows a clear 380 

increase from NE to SW, i.e., with increasing proximity to Tharsis (Figure 4e, black arrow). Extension 381 

ranges from 1.1 km to 45.4 km, which is the highest of all stages and reflects that faulting from this 382 

stage accounts for over half the total cumulative fault length in Tempe Terra (Orlov et al., 2022). 383 

Extension measurements along the western edge of the plateau are affected by Late Hesperian lava 384 

flow cover, with faults only preserved on remaining high blocks. As with Stage 1, the heave map 385 

shows the extension has not been accommodated uniformly across the faults, with localisation of 386 

heave onto large border faults along the central axis of the Tempe Rift (Figure 4f). Individual fault 387 

heaves range from 3 m to 7040 m, with a median of 169 m per fault. Along the rift axis there is a 388 



change from high heave localised on a few faults in the NE to lower heave evenly distributed across 389 

a wider zone of high density faults in the SW, closer to Tharsis (Figure 4f). This change mirrors the 390 

increase in extension, with the greatest total extension accommodated where there is evenly 391 

distributed heave across many faults. 392 

3.1.3 Stage 3 (Early – Late Hesperian) 393 

Fault patterns, geometries and relationships to regional trends: Stage 3 faults are broadly radial to a 394 

region just north of the Tharsis Montes on the Tharsis Rise, and generally align most closely of all the 395 

Tempe Terra stages to the various proposed Tharsis stress models (Table 2). The Tharsis plume 396 

model (Figure 5a; Mège & Masson, 1996a) and detached crustal cap model (Tanaka et al., 1991) best 397 

match the style and orientation of faults from this stage, but the flexural loading and isostasy models 398 

(Banerdt et al., 1992) also have partial fits (Table 2). The fault orientations have no strong radial or 399 

circumferential relationship to any specific Tharsis volcanoes, and are not aligned with or 400 

concentrated along the Tharsis Montes Axial Trend. The youngest fault sets from this stage, which 401 

are found on the western edge of the plateau (Figure 1d, sets H9, H10, H11), continue outside of the 402 

study area towards the centre of Tharsis, and in the north join the Tantalus Fossae graben system 403 

around Alba Mons (Figure 5a). 404 

There are over 100 linear surface features of various morphologies aligned with Stage 3 faults across 405 

Tempe Terra. Almost all pit crater chains in Tempe Terra are associated with graben from this stage 406 

or follow the same ENE trend (Figure 5b). Linear chasmata and U-shaped troughs (as described by 407 

Mège et al., 2003) are common, particularly in Ascuris Planum and the west of the plateau, and are 408 

aligned with or directly continue from graben (Figure 5c). Small volcanic features such as lines of 409 

vents, fissures and low shields (Figure 5d) are also aligned with faults at the western edge of Tempe 410 

Terra (Moore, 2001). At the southern edge of the plateau, the Labeatis Fossae flood canyon feature 411 

and many of its associated  linear cracks are parallel to sub-parallel with the graben orientation 412 

(Figure 5a). 413 

Graben cut across the full width of Tempe Terra and the full range of plateau topography in 414 

continuous linear trends (Figure 5a). The pattern of faults is not concentrated along or uniquely 415 

associated with areas of high or low topography. Profiles of the graben themselves commonly show 416 

convex flank uplift in the ~2–4 km surrounding the border faults (Figure 3c). Rather than the zones of 417 

crosscutting graben seen in Stage 2, we see long, continuous trends formed by the alignment of 418 

many graben with typically uniform dimensions (Figure 5a). While graben along strike from each 419 

other tend to be consistent, across Tempe Terra there is some variation in width, from very narrow 420 



(<1 km wide) in the south, to more typical dimensions for Tempe Terra (1–3 km wide), to graben 421 

around Labeatis Mons and the northeast of the plateau that are slightly wider (3–6 km wide). 422 

Graben extension and heave: Total extension across Stage 3 faults generally increases towards the 423 

centre of Tempe Terra, peaking just west of the Labeatis Mons volcanic centre (Figure 5e, black 424 

arrow). Extension ranges from 1.1 km to 24.2 km, placing it in the middle of the range of extension 425 

across the three stages. As with Stage 1 and Stage 2, total extension measurements are affected by 426 

overlying lava flows at the western edge of the plateau (Figure 5a, purple area). Earlier fault sets 427 

from this stage are buried by volcanic units that were then cut through by more recent fault sets 428 

(Figure 5a; Orlov et al., 2022). The heave map shows extension has been accommodated in a more 429 

uniform way between faults (Figure 5f). Individual fault heaves are from 3 m to 2228 m, with a 430 

median of 119 m, which is the smallest range of all the stages. This is also reflected spatially, with an 431 

even distribution of heave between faults spread all across Tempe Terra. 432 



Figure 4: Stage 2 tectonic patterns and associated observations. a) Extent of Stage 2 faults with overlay of predicted stress type and orientation from flexural loading model 433 
of Banerdt et al. (1992). See Figure 2a for legend. White dashed line is Tharsis Montes Axial Trend. LM = Labeatis Mons, UM = Uranius Mons, UV1 and UV2 = unnamed 434 

volcanic centres. Background is colourised terrain from the HRSC–MOLA DEM. b) Labeatis Mons volcano showing associated circumferential faults and topographic low 435 

surrounding central edifice. Inset shows schematic of hourglass and wristwatch fault patterns. c) Unnamed volcanic centre at north-eastern end of rift, showing local 436 
elevation and eroded morphology. d) Collapse depression and linear ridges along same trend as rift, shown on CTX image. e) Total extension across Stage 2, coloured by 437 
magnitude. f) Heat map of individual fault heave. 438 

 439 



Figure 5: Stage 3 tectonic patterns and associated observations. a) Extent of Stage 3 faults with overlay of predicted stress orientation from Late Hesperian–Amazonian 440 

plume model of Mège and Masson (1996a). Background is colourised terrain from the HRSC–MOLA DEM. b) Pit crater chain along centre of graben cutting across earlier, 441 

Stage 2 rift-related faults. c) Linear chasmata along ENE trend of Stage 3 graben in Ascuris Planum. d) Small shield volcanoes with visible central vents. e) Total extension 442 
across Stage 3, coloured by magnitude. f) Heat map of individual fault heave. 443 

 444 



3.2 Patterns of fault reactivation 445 

Stage 1 fault reactivation during Stage 2: For Stage 1 faults under the Stage 2 stress field (σ3 oriented 446 

117°), slip and dilation tendency is highest on N-trending faults and lowest for NW-trending faults 447 

(Figure 6a, b). Most N-trending faults are optimally or well oriented for slip in the Stage 2 stress field, 448 

with high average slip tendency (0.54) and dilation tendency (0.69), so have a high possibility of 449 

reactivation during Stage 2. NW-trending faults are generally poorly oriented for slip, with low 450 

average slip tendency (0.28) and moderate dilatation tendency (0.44), so are less likely to have been 451 

reactivated during Stage 2. In all scenarios, there is commonly significant along-strike variations in 452 

slip and dilation tendency for a single fault due to corrugations in the fault trace or changes in 453 

orientation (Figure 6, insets).  454 

Stage 1 and 2 fault reactivation during Stage 3: Under the Stage 3 stress field (σ3 oriented 150°), 455 

Stage 1 faults have lower overall slip and dilation tendency than in the Stage 2 stress field, with the 456 

highest values on the few WNW-trending faults and lowest values for NNW-trending faults (Figure 457 

6c, d). N-trending faults are generally moderately oriented for slip, with moderate average slip 458 

tendency (0.37) and moderate dilatation tendency (0.51), so are unlikely to have been extensively 459 

reactivated during Stage 3. NW-trending faults range from moderately to poorly orientated for slip, 460 

with low average slip tendency (0.31) and moderate dilatation tendency (0.46), which is higher than 461 

in Stage 2 but still represents a low likelihood of reactivation during Stage 3. 462 

For Stage 2 faults, slip and dilation tendency is highest in rift-axis-parallel faults (average strike 45°) 463 

and lowest for faults in the N-trending, sigmoidal section of the rift (Figure 6e, f, inset). Rift-parallel 464 

faults, including the majority of the large rift border faults, are optimally or well oriented for slip and 465 

dilation, while rift-oblique faults are only moderately well oriented. The circumferential faults 466 

around Labeatis Mons vary with strike, from well-oriented for slip and dilation when rift-parallel, to 467 

poorly oriented when rift-perpendicular (Figure 6e, f). Overall, Stage 2 faults have a high average slip 468 

tendency (0.50) and dilatation tendency (0.63), so there is a high possibility of reactivation of many 469 

of these faults during Stage 3. 470 



Figure 6: Assessment of fault reactivation potential under different stress regimes, for 60° fault dip scenario. 471 
Colours show slip and dilation tendency, see legends in a) and b). Insets show zoom illustrating along-fault 472 

variation. Background is shaded relief HRSC–MOLA DEM. a) Slip tendency of Stage 1 faults under Stage 2 stress 473 

field (σ3 oriented 117°). b) Dilation tendency of Stage 1 faults under Stage 2 stress field. c) Slip tendency of 474 
Stage 1 faults under Stage 3 stress field (σ3 oriented 150°). d) Dilation tendency of Stage 1 faults under Stage 3 475 
stress field. e) Slip tendency of Stage 2 faults under Stage 3 stress field (σ3 oriented 150°). f) Dilation tendency 476 
of Stage 2 faults under Stage 3 stress field. 477 
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3.3 Local crustal thickness and density variations 479 

Gravity within Tempe Terra ranges from -329 to 78 mGal. A large negative Bouguer anomaly (-329 480 

mGal) lies over central Tempe Terra and is the dominant feature of the local gravity response (Figure 481 

7a). All of the volcano edifices within Tempe Terra are located within this broad anomaly, but are 482 

not associated with any additional smaller anomalies (Figure 7a). The negative gravity response 483 

indicates either lower density near-surface crustal material and/or a deeper crust-mantle transition 484 

and therefore thicker crust. This feature is one of three substantial negative Bouguer anomalies 485 

within Tharsis, the others being over Alba Mons (-488 mGal) and around Arsia Mons and the 486 

Thaumasia Highlands (-426 mGal). 487 

Crustal thickness ranges from 36.7 to 65.6 km across the study area (Figure 7b, white outline). This 488 

nearly 30 km variation reflects the contrast between the Tempe Terra plateau and parts of the 489 

northern lowlands captured at the northern and eastern edges of the study area. The crust is 490 

thickest in central and northern Tempe Terra, largely corresponding to the regions of lowest gravity 491 

(Figure 7). There is also a ring of thick crust surrounding Labeatis Mons (Figure 7b), which correlates 492 

with the location of circumferential faults which surround the volcano. We do not see any thinning 493 

of the crust under the large graben of the Tempe Rift from Stage 2, nor under Quepem Fossa and the 494 

Tanais Fossae canyon system from Stage 1, and in some places the crust is actually thickened under 495 

these highly extended areas (Figure 7b). We also see no clear relationship between crustal thickness 496 

and the changing style of the Tempe Rift from a single deep graben in the NE to a wide zone of 497 

distributed faulting the SW (Figure 7b). 498 



Figure 7: Local Bouguer anomaly and crustal thickness within Tempe Tera. White outline is study area. Red 499 
triangles are volcanoes: LM = Labeatis Mons, UM = Uranius Mons, UV1 and UV2 = unnamed volcanic centres. 500 

Background is shaded relief HRSC–MOLA DEM. A) Bouguer anomaly map of Tempe Terra in mGal. B) Crustal 501 

thickness map of Tempe Terra in km. Colourbar is stretched to thickness range within study area only. 502 

 503 

4 Discussion 504 

4.1 Assessing fault patterns in the presence of reactivation and other complicating 505 

factors 506 

It is difficult to determine the origin of faults from their surface expression when that surface 507 

expression no longer reflects just their initial formation mechanism. This obscuring of original 508 

conditions can result from post-tectonic modification (e.g. via erosion, mass wasting, or ice-related 509 

processes), burial of earlier structures by lava, which is particularly prevalent for Noachian structures 510 

around Tharsis, and reactivation of faults during later tectonic activity. Such effects are observed for 511 

every tectonic stage, with Stage 1 being affected most strongly by modification, burial, and 512 

reactivation (Figure 6a–d), Stage 2 by burial and reactivation (Figure 6e, f), and Stage 3 by 513 

modification and burial. 514 

Throughout the structural evolution of Tempe Terra there is a high likelihood of extensive fault 515 

reactivation due to the similar stress state (type and orientation) through time. This long-lived stress 516 

stability, with only small, progressive changes in orientation through time, means there are 517 

increased opportunities for fault reactivation (Morris et al., 2016). Planets with a one-plate 518 

lithosphere such as Mars could be more prone to this kind of relative stress stability given the 519 

reduced crustal movement and increased surface preservation in the absence of plate tectonics. A 520 



lack of plate motions means stresses from the growing load of Tharsis and/or a stable mantle plume 521 

can continue to accumulate over the same areas of lithosphere over geologically long time periods. 522 

The total displacement associated with reactivated faults is a combination of both their formation 523 

and later reactivation, so any measured extension for a given tectonic stage is therefore not a fully 524 

accurate picture. However, slip and dilation tendency are only an indication of the likelihood of fault 525 

reactivation and not the magnitude of any further slip (Worum et al., 2004). For earlier stages (Stage 526 

1 and 2), some of the calculated total extension only accumulated on the faults in later stages of 527 

activity, resulting in higher extension values than the initial conditions produced. For later stages 528 

(Stage 2 and 3), some of the total extension that should be attributed to that tectonic activity is not 529 

counted as it was accumulated on pre-existing faults, resulting in lower values of extension than 530 

truly occurred. These complexities ultimately makes it difficult interpret patterns of extension where 531 

reactivation has been widespread. 532 

4.2 Origin of Tempe Terra’s observed fault patterns 533 

By comparing the results outlined above with the expected evidence of different sources from Table 534 

1, we first discuss which suggested models are supported or not by observations for each of Tempe 535 

Terra’s tectonic stages. We subsequently present a conceptual model for the origin of the observed 536 

structural features.  537 

4.2.1 Stage 1: Local magmatic underplating with associated heating and uplift 538 

Most notable for Stage 1 is the lack of geometric relationships to Tharsis trends or alignment with 539 

any of the proposed Tharsis development models (Table 2; Figure 2a). This indicates the extension 540 

recorded in Tempe Terra during Stage 1 predates regional stresses from the growth of the Tharsis 541 

Rise in this region. The predominantly N orientation of structures implies Tempe Terra underwent E–542 

W extension, and observations support volcanic uplift, magmatic underplating, dyke intrusion, or 543 

gradients of gravitational potential energy (GPE) as potential origins of this extension. Given the 544 

location of Stage 1 structures relative to the highland–lowland dichotomy boundary, N–S faults 545 

could be favoured by pre-existing fractures or damage zones radiating from the Borealis Basin, a 546 

massive impact interpreted to have formed the northern lowlands (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2008; Frey 547 

& Schultz, 1988; Wilhelms & Squyres, 1984). A direct impact origin is not supported by our 548 

observations, but earlier in Mars’s history the resulting damage to the crust could have had a 549 

stronger influence in the form of structural inheritance (Schultz, 1984), before stresses and volcanic 550 

material from Tharsis eclipsed this effect. 551 

Local magmatism appears to have played an important role in this stage, either as the driving force 552 

for extension or as a facilitating mechanism for strain localisation and lithosphere weakening. This 553 



magmatic activity is indicated in local surface features and topography. Firstly, the Tanais Fossae 554 

canyon system (Figure 2b), which aligns with Stage 1 faults, may have formed as a result of collapse 555 

after magma withdrawal or from ground ice melting or sublimating due to magmatic heating 556 

(Moore, 2001). A similar mechanism was proposed for the formation of Valles Marineris (McKenzie 557 

& Nimmo, 1999). The shape, scale and alignment of the canyons could indicate they have a 558 

structural origin and may have originally formed as graben during this tectonic stage, although this 559 

does not preclude later modification by the suggested magmatic processes. If we include the Tanais 560 

Fossae canyon system as past extensional structures, then Stage 1 could represent an early rift 561 

system that extends over 900 km. This was first interpreted by Hauber et al. (2010) as the “X-rift”, 562 

and they assessed it as compatible with far-field stresses related to GPE but not Tharsis. The 563 

concentration of heave into large graben (Figure 2e) supports the rift interpretation, and local 564 

heating, such as from magmatic intrusions or underplating, could result in strain partitioning and 565 

produce the narrow rift geometry we observe (Buck, 2007). A similar localisation by magmatism and 566 

associated lithospheric weak zones is interpreted to be responsible for the Thaumasia Double Rift, 567 

which is also oriented tangential to Tharsis and does not reflect circumferential stresses related to 568 

the growth of the Tharsis Rise (Grott et al., 2007). The variation in the way extension is 569 

accommodated could also suggest local heterogeneity in crustal properties in the context of rifting – 570 

especially as the area with distributed fault heave is in the same location for both Stage 1 and Stage 571 

2. 572 

The narrow, linear ridges on the exposed Late Noachian units (Figure 2c) were proposed as possible 573 

dykes that were formed by injection of lava into vertical conjugate fractures (Moore, 2001). These 574 

dykes were later exposed by erosion during a fluvial resurfacing event that predates the main NE-575 

trending faulting in Tempe Terra (Frey & Grant, 1990; Moore, 2001). This exposure through 576 

widespread erosion suggests the dykes cannot be associated with later stages of magmatectonic 577 

activity, as the crisp preservation of the graben, which also cross-cut the ridges (Figure 2c), suggest 578 

the faults have not been subject to the same modification. With variable graben dimensions, no 579 

convex graben flank uplift (Figure 3a), and non-uniform accommodation of extension (Figure 2e), 580 

Stage 1 lacks many of the indicators of dyke intrusion as the main driver of graben formation (Table 581 

1). The visible dykes therefore act more as an indication of local magmatic activity that was 582 

contemporaneous with Stage 1. The correlation between the orientation of these exposed dykes and 583 

the graben could indicate the same fracture set is controlling the alignment of these structures, 584 

particularly for patches of NW-oriented faulting which are oblique to the primary extension 585 

direction. The initial formation of the irregular fracture pattern could reflect doming from volcanic or 586 



magmatic uplift (Carr, 1974) or, given the associated fluvial resurfacing, aqueous fluid pressure 587 

driven by heating from magma intrusion (Table 1). 588 

Faults being concentrated where topography is high may be a simple matter of preferential 589 

preservation, but such a concentration if true could be the result of remnant uplift from local 590 

magmatic activity that concentrated stress in these zones. Faulted and uplifted regions may 591 

therefore give an indication of the extent of this magmatic activity. The presence of thickened crust 592 

in the same areas as this permanent topographic uplift could suggest magmatic underplating (Table 593 

1). The thick crust over the deep Quepem Fossa graben (Figure 7b), as well as Tanais Fossae, would 594 

therefore indicate underplating provided magmatic compensation of any crustal thinning due to 595 

extension, a phenomenon observed at some rifts on Earth (Thybo & Artemieva, 2013; Thybo & 596 

Nielsen, 2009). The presence of a local magma source underlying the faulted zones in western 597 

Tempe Terra is further supported by the presence of the Early Noachian volcano UV2 (Figure 2a, 598 

Figure 4c), which suggests volcanic activity was already ongoing in this region in the Noachian. There 599 

is striking similarity in timing and morphology between UV2 and a system of 43 small, Early–Middle 600 

Noachian volcanic constructs identified around the southern margin of Tharsis (Xiao et al., 2012). 601 

This timing suggests they may be part of the same widespread early volcanic system, that produced 602 

numerous small shields and fissure volcanism, which is proposed as an incipient stage of Tharsis 603 

development before the main-stage centralised volcanism which produced the Tharsis Rise (Werner, 604 

2009; Xiao et al., 2012). This distributed system of volcanoes throughout the Noachian provides a 605 

possible source for underplated magmatic material in western Tempe Terra. The areas around 606 

Quepem Fossa and Tanais Fossae are also visually similar to a subset of Noachian volcanic edifices 607 

which have been modified by tectonic deformation and may result from fissure-central eruptions 608 

(Xiao et al., 2012). 609 

A non-magmatic origin for the observed relationship between faults and elevated topography is also 610 

possible. The concentration of extensional faults in regions of high topography, and parallel to the 611 

trend of these elevated zones, is also evidence of stresses from horizontal gradients of GPE (Table 1; 612 

Molnar & Lyon-Caen, 1988) – as long as these areas were also elevated at the time of faulting. 613 

However, this gravity spreading from GPE typically needs to be facilitated by a sufficiently warm and 614 

therefore weak lithosphere and/or the presence of a detachment surface or ductile layer (Schultz-615 

Ela, 2001; Sonder et al., 1987). Jones et al. (1996) calculated GPE was capable of producing 616 

significant strain rates in the Basin and Range Province in southwestern USA when coupled with a 617 

sufficiently weak lithosphere. Locally warm and weak lithosphere could be facilitated by the higher 618 

heat flux and thermal gradients on Mars during the Noachian (Broquet & Wieczorek, 2019; 619 

McGovern et al., 2002, 2004) or through the presence of a magmatic centre under western Tempe 620 



Terra due to underplating. Intrusions of hot material from such magmatic underplating could also 621 

help sustain the extension for longer (Molnar & Lyon-Caen, 1988). Alternatively, the presence of 622 

subsurface salt, such as Montgomery et al. (2009) proposed for the Thaumasia Plateau region, could 623 

provide the requisite low-strength layer. A significant negative anomaly in the Bouguer gravity over 624 

Tempe Terra (Figure 7a) is consistent with accumulation of lower density material, which could 625 

include salt. 626 

Preservation bias and the extensive reactivation of N–S faults during Stage 2 (Figure 6a, b), as well as 627 

potential further reactivation during Stage 3 (Figure 6c, d), has added additional complexity to the 628 

interpretation of this stage. Reactivation has likely contributed to the apparently Early Hesperian age 629 

of some faults, despite the bulk of tectonic activity occurring in the Noachian. While the original 630 

scope of structural activity was probably more extensive than what is preserved, the lack of 631 

structures in the eastern half of the plateau – where we would likely see some structures preserved 632 

due to the lack of younger cover were they present in the first place – suggests Stage 1 tectonic 633 

activity was still contained to the west of Tempe Terra. Ultimately, we do not have enough 634 

information to completely narrow down the origin of faults in this stage, but we present one 635 

plausible model in section 4.2.4. 636 

4.2.2 Stage 2: Far-field regional stress and local magmatism along the Tharsis Montes Axial 637 

Trend 638 

The defining feature of Stage 2 evolution is the combination of regional and local sources to create 639 

the complex fault patterns of the Tempe Rift, with multiple local volcanic sources interacting with 640 

regional far-field stress. The fact that structures are radial to Tharsis and concentrated along the 641 

Tharsis Montes Axial Trend suggests a genetic link between these features, which has been 642 

suggested in past studies of Tempe Terra (Fernández & Anguita, 2007; Hauber & Kronberg, 2001; 643 

Tanaka et al., 1991). In particular, the clear alignment of the rift axis to the Tharsis Montes Axial 644 

Trend (Figure 4a) indicates that this trend has played a significant role in controlling and localising 645 

tectonic activity in Stage 2.  646 

The Tempe Rift is interpreted to be a product of sinistral oblique rifting caused by the interaction of 647 

a zone of weakness along the Tharsis Montes Axial Trend with local heterogeneities, reactivation of 648 

Stage 1 structures, and regional far-field stresses (Fernández & Anguita, 2007; Orlov et al., 2022). Rift 649 

axis-parallel faults reflect the localising effect of the Tharsis Montes Axial Trend, while rift-oblique 650 

faults reflect the far-field stress and are orthogonal to the oblique extension direction (Fernández & 651 

Anguita, 2007; Orlov et al., 2022). This indicates that the regional extension direction was ESE–652 

WNW, despite the NE orientation of the rift axis. The trend of these extension-orthogonal faults 653 



traces back to Syria Planum (Figure 4a, purple arrow), an uplifted region in the south of Tharsis 654 

(Figure 1a) proposed to be an early centre for Tharsis growth (Anderson et al., 2001). The far-field 655 

stress is therefore likely related to growth of the Tharsis Rise topographic bulge and main-stage 656 

Tharsis volcanism. The regional decline in elevation from SW to NE across Tempe Terra forms part of 657 

this topographic bulge (Figure 4a), and the increase in total extension with proximity to the centre of 658 

Tharsis (Figure 4e), also observed by Golombek et al. (1996), could reflect higher stress closer to the 659 

source (i.e. Tharsis) (Cailleau et al., 2003). The subparallel radial relationship of rift-oblique faults to 660 

the Syria Planum centre supports several modes of Tharsis development (flexural loading, isostatic 661 

compensation, detached crustal cap; Table 2), as well as volcanic uplift (i.e. Tharsis plume) or 662 

injection of a dyke swarm as potential origins (Table 1; Table 2). There is currently a mismatch 663 

between the orientation of Stage 2 extension and the stress trajectory models for Tharsis (Table 2; 664 

Figure 4a), as the central point for these models is located at the Tharsis Montes rather than Syria 665 

Planum. 666 

Since the majority of the Tharsis Montes Axial Trend is defined by volcanic features, including 667 

volcanic centres within Tempe Terra itself, it stands to reason that the trend can be considered a 668 

linear zone of high magmatic activity – regardless of the underlying mechanism for its linear nature 669 

(discussed in section 4.3). This magmatic zone could have weakened the lithosphere through heating 670 

and initiated and concentrated extension into a narrow rift (Buck, 2007; Hauber et al., 2010; Tanaka 671 

et al., 1991). This strain localisation is reflected in the uneven distribution of fault heave (Figure 4f). 672 

Regional domal uplift over a mantle plume, and associated volcanism, has been proposed as the 673 

mechanism for the development of the Tempe Rift (Hauber & Kronberg, 2001). Volcanic uplift over a 674 

local plume is supported by the elevated topography around the rift, the low density anomaly in the 675 

Bouguer gravity (Figure 7a), and the presence of three intra-rift volcanic centres (Labeatis Mons, 676 

UV1, UV2; Figure 4a–c; Table 1). However, the Tempe Rift faults do not have the characteristic radial 677 

pattern expected with uplift, nor the hourglass pattern associated with uplift in a regional 678 

extensional stress field (Table 1). Therefore, rather than a volcanic uplift model, a plume may instead 679 

have produced local magmatic underplating and formed a single, NE-oriented magma reservoir or a 680 

series of magma bodies along the Tharsis Montes Axial Trend which fed the local volcanoes. The lack 681 

of local crustal thinning under the Tempe Rift (Figure 7b) suggests the Moho is relatively flat beneath 682 

the large rift graben, indicating crustal thinning during rift formation may have been compensated 683 

by such magmatic underplating (Table 1). Together, these sources could have contributed to oblique 684 

rifting by providing heating and uplift that weakened the crust and helped initiate faulting in 685 

conjunction with regional stresses from Tharsis to create a complex pattern of extensional 686 

structures, an effect also observed at Alba Mons (Cailleau et al., 2003; Cailleau et al., 2005). The 687 



magmatism responsible for Stage 1 activity does not exert spatial control on Stage 2 faulting so it 688 

possibly cooled as magma became localised along the Tharsis Montes Axial Trend. This localisation is 689 

consistent with a gradual transition from widespread, plain-style volcanism to more mantle plume-690 

controlled, Tharsis-central volcanism from the Late Noachian to Late Hesperian (Xiao et al., 2012).  691 

It is also possible that a system of dykes was involved in forming some graben given the underlying 692 

magmatic zone, either propagating vertically from a magma body below or propagating laterally 693 

along the Tharsis Montes Axial Trend. Hauber et al. (2010) interpreted the linear ridges near the 694 

Tempe Rift (Figure 4d) as exposed dykes, and the accompanying collapse depression as a result of 695 

magma withdrawal. However, Stage 2 lacks other observable evidence of widespread dyke intrusion, 696 

such as the expected convex flank uplift (Figure 3b), uniform dimensions, continuous trends, or 697 

consistent alignment perpendicular to the direction of minimum compressive stress (Table 1). This 698 

lack of surface evidence may indicate that the signature of any putative dykes here has been lost in 699 

the scale of the localised extension and effects of general magmatic heating, or that dykes were not 700 

the driving force behind tectonic activity. 701 

Superimposed on this regional system are the effects of local volcanic sources. The intra-rift 702 

volcanoes UV2, UV1, and Labeatis Mons were active pre- to syn-rift, syn-rift, and syn- to post-rift 703 

respectively (Hauber & Kronberg, 2001; Mège & Masson, 1996a). The effect of UV2 on the structures 704 

of Stage 2 is unclear but it has been heavily modified by the rift (Figure 4c). The hourglass pattern of 705 

faults centred on UV1 (Figure 4b), along with local doming and association with Tempe Terra’s 706 

negative gravity anomaly (Figure 7a), indicates volcanic uplift has been a source of local graben 707 

formation in this area (Table 1; Mège et al., 2003). However, the largest structural effects are related 708 

to Labeatis Mons at the centre of the rift. The circumferential pattern of arcuate faults around the 709 

edifice (Figure 4b), which, when combined with the Tempe rift, forms a smaller scale version of the 710 

wristwatch pattern observed at Alba Mons and modelled by Cailleau et al. (2003), is suggestive of 711 

volcanic deflation in a regional extensional stress field (Table 1). The combination of this 712 

circumferential faulting with the concentric topographic trough around the edifice (Figure 4b) 713 

supports some combination of local volcanic loading and deflation as the origin for these structures 714 

(Table 1). 715 

4.2.3 Stage 3: Lateral dyke propagation from a Tharsis plume under far-field regional stress 716 

The correlation between Stage 3 faults and various stress models for the development of Tharsis 717 

(Table 2) suggests this stage is genetically related to the growth of the Tharsis Rise, and that regional 718 

far-field stresses played an important role in controlling the location of tectonic activity. The lack of 719 

relationship between Stage 3 faults and the Tharsis Montes Axial Trend, which had such a major role 720 



in Stage 2 activity, indicates that by this time its localising influence had ceased or been 721 

overpowered by other sources of stress. The widespread occurrence of graben across Tempe Terra 722 

(Figure 5a), along with the more uniform accommodation of extension reflected in the spatial 723 

distribution of heave between faults (Figure 5f), suggests Stage 3 lacks the kind of local magmatic 724 

zone and accompanying heating effect which dominated earlier stages. The ENE orientation of 725 

structures implies the local extension direction for Tempe Terra was SSE–NNW, and observations 726 

support regional volcanic uplift (plume), flexural loading, isostasy, dyke intrusion, and aqueous fluid 727 

pressure as potential origins of this extension (Table 1).  728 

While regional far-field stresses were important during Stage 3 tectonic activity, a range of evidence 729 

indicates that dykes were widespread and likely the catalysts for graben formation within this 730 

background stress environment. The continuous linear trends formed by graben (Figure 5a), with 731 

convex flank uplift (Figure 3c) and consistent along-strike dimensions that cut through all terrain 732 

types (Figure 5a), are indicative of dykes (Table 1). These linear trends are also perpendicular to the 733 

minimum compressive stress predicted by the Tharsis models (Table 2), and are aligned with linear 734 

and volcanic surface features that further support a dyke interpretation (Figure 5b–d). The pit crater 735 

chains, which are most strongly correlated with Stage 3 (Figure 5b), are an indication of subsurface 736 

dilation and could be related to stress from aqueous fluid pressure, dykes, or dilational normal faults 737 

and fractures (Wyrick et al., 2004). However, in the context of the other surface evidence for 738 

volcanic activity along the same trends (e.g. lines of vents) it is plausible that dykes are the cause of 739 

that dilation. 740 

The system of dykes at Tempe Terra is similar in scale to the Mackenzie Dyke Swarm in northern 741 

Canada (~1900 km and 2200 km long, respectively) and may represent one branch of a radiating 742 

dyke swarm centred on Tharsis (Ernst et al., 2001; Mège & Masson, 1996a; Tanaka et al., 1991). A 743 

Tharsis-centred dyke swarm suggests lateral propagation over large distances (1000s of kilometres) 744 

from the source (Ernst et al., 2001), which is reflected in the total extension decreasing towards the 745 

far eastern edge of Tempe Terra (Figure 5e). There was also continued tectonic activity while 746 

volcanism was ongoing, as indicated by the faults being buried by, and then propagating through, 747 

overlying volcanic flows in the west of Tempe Terra (Figure 5a; Orlov et al., 2022). The dykes 748 

themselves could have acted as feeders for these volcanic flows that cover much of central Tharsis 749 

(Plescia, 1981). The continued tectonic activity could reflect different pulses of dyke activity or 750 

several subswarms. The variation in the width of the linear graben systems across Tempe Terra could 751 

also suggest several pulses of dyking, resulting from variations in the size of these dykes. Later pulses 752 

of activity may have waned over time as the youngest graben do not reach as far, only appearing at 753 

the western edge of Tempe Terra (Figure 1d). 754 



The magmatic source for the dykes would have existed within Tharsis, but the lack of radial 755 

relationships to any of the main volcanic edifices indicates these are unlikely the source. The 756 

compatibility between Stage 3 faults and the Mège and Masson (1996a) Tharsis mantle plume model 757 

(Figure 5a; Table 2) provides a plausible origin for the dyke swarms. High magmatic pressures could 758 

allow for dykes to travel the far distance from a Tharsis-centred plume to Tempe Terra or other 759 

distal locations (Tanaka et al., 1991). An active plume under Tharsis was also suggested by Broquet 760 

and Wieczorek (2019) for their gravity models of the Tharsis Montes volcanoes. Such a plume may 761 

have been the source of the far-field stress in Tempe Terra if it were responsible for the growth of 762 

the Tharsis bulge (as proposed by Mège and Masson (1996a)), or it may have acted only as the 763 

magma source for the dykes as Tempe Terra was subject to other Tharsis-related stresses. 764 

4.2.4 Conceptual model for Tempe Terra’s magma- and volcanotectonic evolution 765 

Based on the observations and discussion above, we present our interpretation for the origin of the 766 

fault system at Tempe Terra through time, which is summarised in Figure 8. Volcanic activity began 767 

in Tempe Terra in the Early Noachian, as part of an early stage of widespread volcanism in the 768 

Tharsis region which predates regional circumferential stress from large scale growth of the Tharsis 769 

Rise. In the Middle to Late Noachian (Stage 1), local magmatic underplating and associated heating 770 

and uplift in western Tempe Terra weakened the lithosphere and formed a N-oriented rift system 771 

(Figure 8a). Vertical fractures above the magma intrusion provided pathways for dyke injection and 772 

controlled the alignment of NW-oriented faults. Stage 1 structures therefore represent the effects of 773 

local sources of stress without relationship to the evolution of the Tharsis Rise. 774 

In the Early Hesperian (Stage 2), magmatic activity was localised along the Tharsis Montes Axial 775 

Trend as the previous magmatic centres cooled and volcanism became centralised to larger Tharsis 776 

mantle plumes. This NE-trending magmatic activity interacted with ESE–WNW extension from a 777 

regional stress regime from the growth of the Tharsis Rise, centred on Syria Planum, to create 778 

oblique rifting in Tempe Terra (Figure 8b). Underplated magmatic material and a system of 779 

vertically-propagating dykes weakened the lithosphere and acted as a locus for extension, 780 

controlling the axis of the Tempe Rift and its parallel fault trend, as well as acting as a source for the 781 

intra-rift volcanoes. While rifting was ongoing, volcanic loading and deflation around Labeatis Mons 782 

produced local circumferential faults and the wristwatch graben pattern at the centre of the rift, 783 

while volcanic uplift under UV1 produced an hourglass fault pattern in a small section of the rift. 784 

Stage 2 structures therefore represent a combination of local and regional, Tharsis-related sources 785 

of stress. 786 
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4.3 Volcanism and potential origins of the Tharsis Montes Axial Trend 801 

The linear alignment of the Tharsis Montes and other volcanoes and structures that make up what 802 

we refer to as the Tharsis Montes Axial Trend (Figure 1a), has been a recognised feature of the 803 

Tharsis Rise since early investigations of Martian tectonics (e.g. Carr, 1974; Wise et al., 1979). Over 804 

the intervening decades several hypotheses have been proposed for the underlying mechanism 805 

controlling this linear trend. The most common model involves a zone of weakness and fracturing 806 

(Crumpler & Aubele, 1978; Hauber & Kronberg, 2001; Wise et al., 1979) or a bisecting rift zone 807 

(McGovern & Solomon, 1993) beneath the Tharsis Montes which has controlled the location of 808 

volcanism. This fracturing may be the result of a monocline formed by asymmetric mantle 809 

convection (Carr, 1974) or stress concentration along the crustal dichotomy boundary (Wise et al., 810 

1979). Other proposed mechanisms include volcanism concentrated along the edge of an impact 811 

basin (Schultz, 1984), a migrating mantle plume (Leone, 2016), and a subduction zone with island arc 812 

volcanism in a Martian plate tectonics regime (Sleep, 1994; Tanaka, 1990). All of these scenarios 813 

remain speculative and require further investigation via approaches such as numerical modelling. 814 

There is a progression in age and size between the volcanic centres of the Tharsis Montes Axial 815 

Trend, from older and smaller volcanoes at the edges to younger and larger volcanoes towards the 816 

centre. This trend in volcano ages has also been explored in the context of a migrating mantle plume 817 

hypothesis (Leone, 2016; Leone et al., 2022), but this model is unable to explain the inward trend of 818 

ages along the Tharsis Montes Axial Trend. From the northeast extent of the trend at Tempe Terra 819 

there is first the Early Noachian pre-rift volcano UV2 (Tanaka et al., 2014), then the Early Hesperian-820 

aged Labeatis Mons (Hauber & Kronberg, 2001), the Late Hesperian Uranius Mons Group volcanoes 821 

(Plescia, 2000), and finally the three Amazonian-aged Tharsis Montes (Robbins et al., 2011). 822 

Although the trend is less obvious on the southeast side of the Tharsis Montes towards Terra 823 

Sirenum, the same inward age and size progression is present. At the furthest extent of the trend is 824 

the Early Noachian Sirenum Mons (Xiao et al., 2012), followed by the Early–Middle Noachian 825 

Sirenum Tholus (Xiao et al., 2012), which is the same ~2000 km distance from the Tharsis Montes as 826 

Labeatis Mons (Figure 1a). These ages refer to the last activity of the volcano (i.e. surface age) and 827 

not necessarily the development of the edifice itself. This trend in active volcanism could reflect a 828 

progressive cooling or loss of magma supply which meant volcanic centres at the edges of the 829 

Tharsis Montes Axial Trend could not grow as large and their activity stopped earlier.  830 

This pattern of volcanic activity along the Tharsis Montes Axial Trend is consistent with a transition 831 

from an incipient Tharsis volcanic province with widespread small volcanoes, to larger, focused, 832 

mantle plume-driven volcanism which produced the topographic bulge and major volcanoes of the 833 

Tharsis Rise (Werner, 2009; Xiao et al., 2012). The alignment of the Noachian volcanic edifices at UV2 834 



and Terra Sirenum indicate that the underlying structure controlling the Tharsis Montes Axial Trend 835 

was in place during the initial Early Noachian volcanic period, predating development of the main 836 

Tharsis Rise. However, this structure did not exert a major control on tectonic activity until magma 837 

became highly localised along the trend in the Late Noachian–Early Hesperian. Further consolidation 838 

of that magma within central Tharsis later in the Hesperian could be why a shift is observed from 839 

faulting aligned with the Tempe Rift and Tharsis Montes Axial Trend in Stage 3. As active heating and 840 

extension controlled by magma supply under Tempe Terra reduced, an injection of dykes from the 841 

now more centralised plume could cut through, forming new faults rather than only reactivating pre-842 

existing ones despite the similarity in stress field. Ultimately, our results provide evidence for the 843 

timing of the Tharsis Montes Axial Trend but cannot determine the mechanism controlling the trend. 844 

4.4 Implications for models of Tharsis development 845 

Our findings have implications for models of both the mechanism and timing of development of the 846 

Tharsis Rise. In terms of formation mechanism, we can clarify and focus the criteria for plausible 847 

formation models for Tharsis. The complex faulting in Tempe Terra is a combination of overprinted 848 

regional and local patterns. Many of the fault sets can therefore be put aside when evaluating 849 

models of Tharsis’s tectonic evolution – either because they predate Tharsis, they reflect local 850 

processes, or they relate to specific causes such as magmatism along the Tharsis Montes Axial Trend. 851 

Given the complexity of structural features associated with Tharsis in many areas, having subsets of 852 

faults which reflect local processes is also likely to be true elsewhere. For Tempe Terra, there are 853 

only two far-field stress regimes which relate to growth of the Tharsis Rise: one that produced NNE-854 

trending, rift-oblique faults in Stage 2; and one that produced ENE-trending faults in Stage 3. These 855 

are therefore the only regional fault trends that Tharsis models need to match in Tempe Terra. Of 856 

the models compared here, the fault trends of Stage 3 are better reproduced than those of Stage 2 857 

(Table 2), indicating a gap in these predictions of Tharsis-derived stresses.  858 

There is the potential to simplify our criteria for models of Tharsis development if we utilise the 859 

range of detailed geological studies on specific regions (e.g. Anderson et al., 2019; Cailleau et al., 860 

2005; Kling et al., 2021) to identify structures that reflect only local volcanic, magmatic, and tectonic 861 

activity, and remove these from future regional tectonic analyses. Doing so would make it easier to 862 

see the regional trends relevant to the large-scale processes involved in Tharsis’s development, 863 

which is made substantially more complex where it interacts with the variety of local processes also 864 

at play. 865 

In terms of the timing of Tharsis’s development, our results support the idea of long-lasting 866 

volcanism in the Tharsis region (Early Noachian to Amazonian), but a later (Early Hesperian) 867 



development of the deformation resulting from the large scale growth of what we now consider the 868 

Tharsis Rise (i.e., the topographic bulge and main-stage volcanism which produced the five major 869 

Tharsis volcanoes). Stage 1 in Tempe Terra predating main-stage Tharsis activity supports this later 870 

evolution compared to some earlier models (e.g. Anderson et al., 2001; Phillips et al., 2001), and we 871 

see an increasing role of regional, Tharsis-related stresses as local magmatism within Tempe Terra 872 

wanes and development of the Tharsis Rise begins. This Early Hesperian age for development of the 873 

Tharsis Rise is supported by proposed Tharsis-driven true polar wander during the Early–Late 874 

Hesperian period (Bouley et al., 2016). However, Tempe Terra’s location at the periphery of Tharsis 875 

means it could have experienced the regional stresses from the growth of Tharsis later than more 876 

central locations on the Rise, and therefore initial Tharsis activity may have been underway 877 

elsewhere in the Late Noachian. A Late Noachian–Early Hesperian development for Tharsis has been 878 

proposed previously (e.g. Bouley et al., 2016; Bouley et al., 2018; Tanaka et al., 1991) but we include 879 

in our interpretation a precursor period of distributed volcanism and development of the Tharsis 880 

Montes Axial Trend as early phases in the evolution of the Tharsis region. 881 

5 Conclusions 882 

We compared surface observations of tectonic stages in Tempe Terra with predicted structural 883 

outcomes for different formation hypotheses to determine the origin of extensional structures 884 

through time. Our interpretations are complicated by the effects of fault reactivation, burial, and 885 

post-tectonic modification, particularly for earlier stages, but we make the following conclusions: 886 

• Each of the three stages of tectonic activity in Tempe Terra have a different origin which has 887 

influenced their expression, with a combination of local and regional magmatic sources 888 

being the cause of faulting in each stage.  889 

• Middle to Late Noachian Stage 1 faulting was the result of local magmatic underplating and 890 

associated heating and uplift in western Tempe Terra. Extension from these local sources of 891 

stress produced an early N-oriented rift system which predates development of the Tharsis 892 

Rise. 893 

• Early Hesperian Stage 2 faulting was produced by the interaction of local magmatic activity 894 

along the Tharsis Montes Axial Trend with far-field regional stresses from the growth of the 895 

Tharsis Rise. The combination of these effects with local stresses from intra-rift volcanoes 896 

created NE-oriented oblique rifting. 897 

• Early to Late Hesperian Stage 3 faulting was the result of a series of laterally-propagating 898 

dyke swarms from a Tharsis-centred plume, which formed in a far-field regional stress field 899 

related to the growth of the Tharsis Rise. 900 



• The Tharsis Montes Axial Trend has been present since the Early Noachian, forming during 901 

an early phase of widespread volcanism in the Tharsis region, but prior to growth of the 902 

topographic bulge and centralised volcanism of the Tharsis Rise. 903 

• Our findings support a Late Noachian–Early Hesperian development of the Tharsis Rise and 904 

provide clearer criteria for Tharsis formation models in terms of their expression in Tempe 905 

Terra. Only two fault orientations (NNE in Stage 2 and ENE in Stage 3) reflect Tharsis-related 906 

regional stresses and need to be reproduced by regional models, while the rest of the faults 907 

can be put aside for these assessments. 908 

• Our study shows that utilising a similar process that focuses on isolating regional trends from 909 

other areas across Tharsis has the potential to provide not only improved criteria for 910 

evaluating models of Tharsis development in the future, but also could prove valuable when 911 

assessing complicated surface features on planetary bodies generally. 912 
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Introduction  

Our supporting information includes additional text, tables, and images to provide 

further detail on the methods used in the paper. Text S1 provides the method and 

parameters used to generate the fault heave maps presented in Figures 2, 4, and 5. Text 

S2 provides step-by-step instructions to reproduce the slip and dilation tendency maps 

presented in Figure 6.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 Text S1. 

Method 1: Fault heave maps 

To generate maps of fault heave in ArcMap 10.6, we created a dataset of points with 

values of individual fault heave for each of Tempe Terra’s tectonic stages (combining all 

fault sets from each stage) and then interpolated this data using inverse distance 

weighted gridding to create a continuous raster. See below for method and parameters 

we used. 

 

Part 1: Prepare input data 

1. Create intersection points wherever a fault intersects a profile line. 

a. Use the Intersect tool between fault dataset and profile lines to generate 

points (creates new point dataset). 

2. Calculate and assign heave for each fault intersection. 

a. Calculate vertical offset on each fault using cross sections and calculate 

heave from this value, assuming a 60° dip (see section 2.2). 

b. Populate each point with its corresponding heave value. 

3. Create “dummy” points with heave of 0 in areas without faults (to prevent 

extrapolation outside of faulted regions during the gridding process). 

a. Use the Create Fishnet tool to make a grid of lines spaced 20km apart. 

b. Use the Intersect tool between these new lines and the profile lines to 

generate additional  dummy points (creates new point dataset). 

c. Delete any points that occur over faulted areas (only pad areas without 

faults). 

d. Populate the dummy points with a heave value of 0. 

4. Merge fault intersections with dummy points to create a new dataset for 

interpolation. 

a. Use the Merge tool to create a new point dataset. 

 

Part 2: Interpolate data to create raster 

1. Grid the point data into a continuous raster using inverse distance weighted 

(IDW) interpolation. 

a. Use the IDW (Geostatistical Analyst) tool (see Table S1 for parameters) to 

generate new raster dataset. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Table S1. Parameters for IDW tool in ArcGIS used to interpolate fault heave.   

Parameter Value 

Input data (z value) Point intersection dataset (Heave in m) 

Output raster (cell size) 10 km (1 point per cell) 

Power 2 

Search Neighbourhood:  

    Neighbourhood type Standard 

    Major semiaxis 150 km 

    Minor semiaxis 30 km 

    Angle Average fault strike (60° for Stage 3, 38° for Stage 2, 5° for 
Stage 1) 

    Max neighbours 6 

    Min neighbours 1 

    Sector type 4 sector 

    Weight field None 

 

Text S2. 

Method 2: Slip and dilation tendency 

To generate maps of slip and dilation tendency, we first calculated the values of slip and 

dilation tendency for faults with a 60° dip using FaultKin 8 software (available for free 

from: https://www.rickallmendinger.net/faultkin). We then displayed this in GIS format by 

assigning these values to fault segments for each of Tempe Terra’s tectonic stages in 

ArcMap 10.6. See below for method and parameters we used. 

 

Part 1: Create slip and dilation tendency values for a given stress field 

1. Create text file of strike/dip/rake for theoretical faults planes with strike 

orientations in 1° increments from 0° to 360°, all with dip 60°, rake -90 (Figure 

S1). 

2. Import text file into FaultKin and display data as faults. 

3. From the Calculations menu, under Slip Tendency, run the Slip Tendency Analysis 

tool (see Table S2 for parameters). 

4. Save output by selecting all faults and go to Calculations > Data for Selected 

Faults to copy to clipboard and paste into a new Excel spreadsheet. 

a. NOTE: given slip/dilation tendencies are normalised to maximum value 

5. Generate absolute slip/dilation tendency values in Excel. 

a. For slip tendency (Ts), divide the shear stress magnitude (column: shear 

Magn) by the normal stress magnitude (column: normal Magn) 

b. For dilation tendency (Td), use formula to calculate Td= (σ1 – σn) / (σ1 – σ3) 

i. σ1 and σ3 magnitudes from Table S2 – stays same for each fault 

ii. normal stress magnitude (σn) from output data (column: normal 

Magn) – varies for each fault 

https://www.rickallmendinger.net/faultkin


 

 

 

Part 2: Assign values to faults and display in GIS format 

1. Open fault data from Orlov (2022) in ArcMap (available for free from: 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6531499). 

2. Use Split Line at Vertices tool to convert continuous faults into segments. 

3. Calculate the azimuth of each fault segment. 

a. For geodesic angle use the Tools for Graphics and Shapes plugin for 

ArcGIS (available for free from: 

http://www.jennessent.com/arcgis/shapes_graphics.htm) with the 

Spheroidal Starting Azimuth measurement. 

4. Add new fields to the shapefile for slip and dilation tendency. 

5. Populate fields with absolute values from part 1 based on each segment’s 

azimuth. 

6. Colour fault segments by attribute, using the slip or dilation tendency values e.g. 

with high = red and low = blue. 

 

 

 

Figure S1. Example text file as input for FaultKin software.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6531499
http://www.jennessent.com/arcgis/shapes_graphics.htm


 

 

 

Table S1. Parameters for slip tendency calculation in Faultkin software.   

 Stage 2 Stress Regime Stage 3 Stress Regime 

σ1 trend 0 0 

σ1 plunge 90 90 

σ1 magnitude 100 100 

σ2 trend 27 60 

σ2 magnitude 66 66 

σ3 trend 117 150 

σ3 magnitude 32 32 

Coefficient of static (sliding) 
friction1 

0.6 0.6 

Pore fluid pressure (MPa)2,3 0 0 
1Schultz et al. (2006), 2Barnett and Nimmo (2002), 3Schultz and Fori (1996) 

 


